
Case Study: Empowering a Soft Skills Trainer through Branding and Mentorship

Client: Dhwani A, Soft Skills Trainer

Challenge: Dhwani A was a highly skilled and experienced soft skills trainer, but lacked

a strong personal brand identity. This made it difficult for her to attract new clients and

establish herself as a leading trainer in her field. Additionally, she felt unsure about the

business aspects of running her own training practice.

Solution: Practive Training & Consulting Solutions (Practive) developed a customized

branding strategy for Dhwani. This included:

● Brand Identity Development: Practive helped Dhwani define her unique value

proposition and target audience. They then created a cohesive brand identity,

including a logo, website, and marketing materials that reflected her expertise

and personality.

● Content Marketing Strategy: Practive created a content marketing strategy to

help Dhwani establish herself as a thought leader in the soft skills training

industry. This involved developing blog posts, articles, and social media content

that showcased her expertise and attracted potential clients.

● 1:1 Mentorship: Practive provided Dhwani with one-on-one mentorship to help

her navigate the challenges of running her own business. This included guidance

on setting up her business structure, developing marketing plans, pricing her

services, and closing deals.

Results:

● Increased Brand Awareness: Practive's branding solutions helped Dhwani

significantly increase her brand awareness within her target market. Her website

traffic and social media following grew steadily.



● Improved Lead Generation: The content marketing strategy generated a

significant number of qualified leads for Dhwani’s training programs.

● Business Growth: Through effective branding and mentorship, Dhwani

Aexperienced a tangible increase in her business revenue. She was able to

attract new clients, command higher fees, and establish herself as a leading soft

skills trainer in her region.

● Confidence Boost: Practive's support helped Dhwani gain the confidence and

skills she needed to succeed as an entrepreneur.

Client Quote:

“Practive Training & Consulting Solutions was instrumental in helping me launch my

training business successfully. Their branding expertise helped me create a strong and

recognizable brand identity, while their mentorship provided me with the guidance and

support I needed to navigate the business side of things. Thanks to Practive, I am now

a confident and successful entrepreneur.” - Dhwani A, Soft Skills Trainer

This case study demonstrates how Practive can help soft skills trainers and other

professionals develop their personal brands and achieve their business goals.


